The Executive Committee of EACPT has agreed to offer a number of scholarships to enable young scientists from Europe to attend the 8th Congress of EACPT in Amsterdam. These scholarships will be of up to Euros 500 in value and up to 20 such scholarships will be awarded.

Applicants should be under 35 years of age when the Congress begins and should be submitting an abstract on any aspect of Human Pharmacology and Therapeutics to the Congress. Priority will be given to applicants whose background is such that local or national support to attend the Congress is likely to be limited.

Applicants should send their application to the EACPT secretariat at cockcroftjr@cf.ac.uk before March 16th 2007. There is no formal application form but applicants must send:-

1. A letter of application indicating why they need support:
2. a brief Curriculum Vitae (CV) of no more than one side of A4 paper;
3. a copy of the abstract they have submitted (or will be submitting) to the Congress; and
4. A letter of support from their Head of Department

The EACPT scholarships will be awarded in close collaboration with the Congress Organisers who are also arranging a separate scholarship scheme. Scholarships will only be awarded to scientists who have submitted an abstract to the Congress.
Applicants will be informed by April 13th whether they have been successful in their application. Further details about the Congress can be found at [www.eacpt2007.nl](http://www.eacpt2007.nl)

Prof Michael Orme - Chairman of EACPT